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Whitman in Washington Jan 01 2020 This book analyses Whitman's
integrated life, writings, and government work in his urban context to
reevaluate the writer and the nation's capital in a time of transformation.
The Short and Tragic Life of Robert Peace Oct 29 2019 Traces a young man's
effort to escape the dangers of the streets and his own nature after graduating
from Yale, describing his youth in violent 1980s Newark, efforts to navigate
two fiercely insular worlds and life-ending drug deals. 75,000 first printing.
Everything I Kept Jul 27 2019 Moving between the speech and silence of a
woman struggling to speak freely, Ruth Behar embarks on a poetic voyage
into her own vulnerability and the sacrifices of her exiled ancestors as she
tries to understand love, loss, regret, and the things we keep and carry with
us. Behar's vivid renderings of wilted gardens, crashing waves, and firefly-lit
nights recall the imagery of her inspiration, Dulce María Loynaz, who is

often known as the Cuban Emily Dickinson. Presented in a beautiful bilingual
English-Spanish edition--Behar serves as her own translator--Everything I
Kept/Todo lo que guardé will haunt readers with the cries and whispers
which illuminate the human spirit and the spectrum of emotions that make for
a life and lives well-remembered.
For All of Us, One Today Apr 27 2022 For All of Us, One Today is a fluid,
poetic story anchored by Richard Blanco’s experiences as the inaugural poet
in 2013, and beyond. In this brief and evocative narrative, he shares for the
first time his journey as a Latino immigrant and openly gay man discovering
a new, emotional understanding of what it means to be an American. He tells
the story of the call from the White House committee and all the exhilaration
and upheaval of the days that followed. He reveals the inspiration and
challenges behind the creation of the inaugural poem, “One Today,” as well
as two other poems commissioned for the occasion (“Mother Country” and
“What We Know of Country”), published here for the first time ever,
alongside translations of all three of those poems into his native Spanish.
Finally, Blanco reflects on his life-changing role as a public voice since the
inauguration, his spiritual embrace of Americans everywhere, and his vision
for poetry’s new role in our nation’s consciousness. Like the inaugural poem
itself, For All of Us, One Today speaks to what makes this country and its
people great, marking a historic moment of hope and promise in our evolving
American landscape. In 2017, U2 is featuring “One Today” during their
Joshua Tree tour throughout the United States and Europe. The poem will be
projected on the stage screens as people enter the stadium to reflect and
discuss America and the American experience. 2014 International Latino
Awards Winner: Best Biography – Spanish or Bilingual
Elementary Mathematical Modeling Jan 13 2021 ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICAL MODELING uses mathematics to study problems
arising in areas such as Genetics, Finance, Medicine, and Economics.
Throughout the course of the book, students learn how to model a real
situation, such as testing levels of lead in children or environmental cleanup.
They then learn how to analyze that model in relationship to the real world,
such as making recommendations for minimum treatment time for children
exposed to lead paint or determining the minimum time required to
adequately clean up a polluted lake. Often the results will be counterintuitive,
such as finding that an increase in the rate of wild-life harvesting may
actually decrease the long-term harvest, or that a lottery prize that is paid out
over a number of years is worth far less than its advertised value. This use of

mathematics illustrates and models real-world issues and questions, bringing
the value of mathematics to life for students, enabling them to see, perhaps
for the first time, the utility of mathematics.
Technical Difficulties Oct 10 2020 In a series of essays on a wide range of
contemporary issues and themes, a noted scholar discusses such topics as the
American myths of race and class, the link between poetry and politics, the
poverty of American education, and African-American literature by women.
Rosa Parks Mar 03 2020 Rosa Parks is best known for the day she refused to
give up her seat on a segregated bus, sparking the Montgomery, Alabama,
bus boycott. Yet there is much more to her story than this one act of defiance.
In this straightforward, compelling autobiography, Rosa Parks talks candidly
about the civil rights movement and her active role in it. Her dedication is
inspiring; her story is unforgettable. "The simplicity and candor of this
courageous woman's voice makes these compelling events even more moving
and dramatic."--Publishers Weekly, starred review
Fire Shut Up in My Bones Feb 23 2022 A respected journalist describes the
abuse he suffered at the hands of a close family relative, the effect this had on
his formative years and how he overcame the anger and self-doubt it left
behind. 75,000 first printing.
Willy the Wizard Jun 17 2021 Willy the chimpanzee loves to play soccer,
but he is never picked for a team until a stranger gives him some shoes that
he is certain are magic.
The Prince of los Cocuyos Oct 02 2022 Richard Blanco's prismatic and
lyrical memoir of growing up in a family of Cuban exiles in Miami during the
1970s and '80s, The Prince of los Cocuyos, is a rich account of how Blanco,
the first Latino and openly gay inaugural poet of the United States, came to
understand his place in America while grappling with his burgeoning
cultural, artistic, and sexual identities.
When We Were the Kennedys Jan 31 2020 WHEN WE WERE THE
KENNEDYS is a brilliant, award-winning memoir about the death of a father
and the healing of a family, by Monica Wood, the acclaimed author of THE
ONE-IN-A-MILLION BOY. Perfect for those who loved Cathy
Rentzenbrink's THE LAST ACT OF LOVE or Helen Macdonald's H IS FOR
HAWK. 'It's a pleasure to linger with her elegant prose, keen eye and grace of
thought' Reader's Digest 'Intimate but expansive ... A tender memoir of a very
different time' O, the Oprah Magazine 1963. The Wood family is much like
their neighbours, all dependent on the fathers' wages from the local mill. But
when Dad suddenly dies on his way to work one April morning, Mum and

the four deeply connected Wood daughters are set adrift. And then, come
November - the family still overwhelmed by grief, the country shocked by
the assassination of President Kennedy - Mum announces an unprecedented
family road trip. Inspired by the televised grace of Jackie Kennedy, herself a
new widow with young children, Mum and her girls head to Washington,
DC, to do some rescuing of their own. WHEN WE WERE THE
KENNEDYS is a funny, moving and imaginative memoir about how one
family and one country, each shocked by the unimaginable, find the strength
to move on. What readers are saying about WHEN WE WERE THE
KENNEDYS: 'A beautifully written, thought-provoking book' 'Filled with
great love - of family, friends and the ability to bounce back even with many
setbacks. Wood's words are so beautiful they literally lift off the pages'
'Compelling, profound, beautiful'
One Today Oct 22 2021 One Today is a poem celebrating America.
President Barak Obama invited Richard Blanco to write a poem to share at
his second presidential inauguration. That poem is One Today, a lush and
lyrical, patriotic commemoration of America from dawn to dusk and from
coast to coast. Brought to life here by beloved, award-winning artist Dav
Pilkey, One Today is a tribute to a nation where the extraordinary happens
every single day.
Directions to the Beach of the Dead Jul 31 2022 In his second book of
narrative, lyric poetry, Richard Blanco explores the familiar, unsettling
journey for home and connections, those anxious musings about other lives:
ÒShould I live here? Could I live here?Ó Whether the exotic (ÒIÕm struck
with Maltese fever ÉI dream of buying a little Maltese farmÉ) or merely
different (ÒToday, home is a cottage with morning in the yawn of an open
windowÉÓ), he examines the restlessness that threatens from merely staying
put, the fear of too many places and too little time. The words are redolent
with his Cuban heritage: Marina making mole sauce; T’a Ida bitter over the
revolution, missing the sisters who fled to Miami; his father, especially, Òhis
hair once as black as the black of his oxfordsÉÓ Yet this is a volume for all
who have longed for enveloping arms and words, and for that sanctuary
called home. ÒSo much of my life spent like this-suspended, moving toward
unknown places and names or returning to those I know, corresponding with
the paradox of crossing, being nowhere yet here.Ó Blanco embraces
juxtaposition. There is the Cuban Blanco, the American Richard, the engineer
by day, the poet by heart, the rhythms of Spanish, the percussion of English,
the first-world professional, the immigrant, the gay man, the straight world.

There is the ennui behind the question: why cannot I not just live where I
live? Too, there is the precious, fleeting relief when he can write "ÉI am, for a
moment, not afraid of being no more than what I hear and see, no more than
this:..." It is what we all hope for, too.
Boomerang / Bumerán Dec 12 2020 A bilingual poetry collection from a
Cuban-American writer-activist that explores themes of identity, sexuality,
and belonging A unique and inspiriting bilingual collection of lyrical poetry
written in a bold, mostly gender-free English and Spanish that address
immigration, displacement, love and activism. The book is divided into 3
sections: First, poems addressing immigration and displacement; secondly,
those addressing love, lost and found, and finally, verses focusing on action,
on ways of addressing injustice and repairing the world. The volume will be
both inspiration and support for readers living with marginalized identities
and those who love and stand with them.
Raising My Rainbow Jan 25 2022 Raising My Rainbow is Lori Duron’s
frank, heartfelt, and brutally funny account of her and her family's adventures
of distress and happiness raising a gender-creative son. Whereas her older
son, Chase, is a Lego-loving, sports-playing boy's boy, Lori's younger son,
C.J., would much rather twirl around in a pink sparkly tutu, with a Disney
Princess in each hand while singing Lady Gaga's "Paparazzi." C.J. is gender
variant or gender nonconforming, whichever you prefer. Whatever the term,
Lori has a boy who likes girl stuff—really likes girl stuff. He floats on the
gender-variation spectrum from super-macho-masculine on the left all the
way to super-girly-feminine on the right. He's not all pink and not all blue.
He's a muddled mess or a rainbow creation. Lori and her family choose to see
the rainbow. Written in Lori's uniquely witty and warm voice and launched
by her incredibly popular blog of the same name, Raising My Rainbow is the
unforgettable story of her wonderful family as they navigate the often
challenging but never dull privilege of raising a slightly effeminate, possibly
gay, totally fabulous son. Now with Extra Libris material, including a
reader’s guide and bonus content
The Prince of los Cocuyos Nov 03 2022 A poignant, hilarious, and inspiring
memoir from the first Latino and openly gay inaugural poet, which explores
his coming-of-age as the child of Cuban immigrants and his attempts to
understand his place in America while grappling with his burgeoning artistic
and sexual identities. Richard Blanco’s childhood and adolescence were
experienced between two imaginary worlds: his parents’ nostalgic world of
1950s Cuba and his imagined America, the country he saw on reruns of The

Brady Bunch and Leave it to Beaver—an “exotic” life he yearned for as
much as he yearned to see “la patria.” Navigating these worlds eventually led
Blanco to question his cultural identity through words; in turn, his vision as a
writer—as an artist—prompted the courage to accept himself as a gay man. In
this moving, contemplative memoir, the 2013 inaugural poet traces his
poignant, often hilarious, and quintessentially American coming-of-age and
the people who influenced him. A prismatic and lyrical narrative rich with the
colors, sounds, smells, and textures of Miami, Richard Blanco’s personal
narrative is a resonant account of how he discovered his authentic self and
ultimately, a deeper understanding of what it means to be American. His is a
singular yet universal story that beautifully illuminates the experience of
“becoming;” how we are shaped by experiences, memories, and our complex
stories: the humor, love, yearning, and tenderness that define a life.
How to Love a Country Sep 01 2022 A timely and moving collection from
the renowned inaugural poet on issues facing our country and
people—immigration, gun violence, racism, LGBTQ issues, and more.
Through an oracular yet intimate and accessible voice, Richard Blanco
addresses the complexities and contradictions of our nationhood and the
unresolved sociopolitical matters that affect us all. Blanco digs deep into the
very marrow of our nation through poems that interrogate our past and
present, grieve our injustices, and note our flaws, but also remember to
celebrate our ideals and cling to our hopes. Charged with the utopian idea that
no single narrative is more important than another, this book asserts that
America could and ought someday to be a country where all narratives
converge into one, a country we can all be proud to love and where we can all
truly thrive. The poems form a mosaic of seemingly varied topics: the Pulse
nightclub massacre; an unexpected encounter on a visit to Cuba; the forced
exile of 8,500 Navajos in 1868; a lynching in Alabama; the arrival of a young
Chinese woman at Angel Island in 1938; the incarceration of a gifted writer;
and the poet’s abiding love for his partner, who he is finally allowed to wed
as a gay man. But despite each poem’s unique concern or occasion, all are
fundamentally struggling with the overwhelming question of how to love this
country.
Not One Day Jun 05 2020 An intimate, sensuous exploration of memory and
desire, delving into loves and lusts past, by award-winning Oulipo member
Anne Garreta."
City of a Hundred Fires May 29 2022 "Richard Blanco, a Cuban raised in the
United States, records his threefold burdens: learning and adapting to

American culture, translating for family and friends, and maintaining his own
roots. . . . Blanco is already a mature, seasoned writer, and his powers of
description and determination to get every nuance correct are evident from
the first poem. . . . Absolutely essential for all libraries." --Library Journal
"As one of the newer voices in Cuban-American poetry, Blanco write about
the reality of an uprooted culture and how the poet binds the farthest regions
of the world together through language. . . . This book describes the price of
exile and extends beyond the shores of America and the imagined shores of
home." --Bloomsbury Review "Unlike most contemporary minority poetry,
City of a Hundred Fires, introduces readers to the fullness and richness of
ethnic life, and not only the frustration and isolation so often associated with
it. Richard Blanco exquisitely portrays the triumphs and defeats of a land and
a people that have just barely survived revolution and time, and, without
sentiment or cliche, affirms the ability within us all to achieve wholeness." -Indiana Review "Blanco is a fine young poet, and this poetry, the bread and
wine of our language of exile, is pure delight. May he continue to produce
such a heavenly mix of rhythm and image-these poems are more than gems,
they are the truth not only about the Cuban-American experience, but of our
collective experience in the United States, a beautiful land of gypsies." -Virgil Suarez Richard Blanco was, as he says, "made in Cuba, asssembled in
Madrid, and imported to the United States," meaning he was conceived in
Cuba, born in Madrid, and arrived in the United States as an infant able to
claim citizenship in three different countries. His work has appeared in many
journals, magazines, and anthologies, including the Nation, Michigan
Quarterly, TriQuarterly, and Indiana Review. Blanco is a graduate of the
MFA program in creative writing at Florida International University and also
works as a civil engineer.
Grabbed Sep 20 2021 A gender-inclusive anthology of poetry and prose that
addresses the physical and psychological act of being “grabbed,” or in any
way assaulted. The #MeToo movement, the infamous Access Hollywood
tape, and the depraved and hypocritical actions of celebrities, politicians,
CEOs, and other powerful people have caused people all over the nation to
speak out in outrage, to express allegiance for the victims of these assaults,
and to raise their voices against a culture that has allowed this behavior to
continue for too long. The editors asked writers and poets to add to the
conversation about what being “grabbed” means to them in their own
experience or in whatever way the word “grabbed” inspired them. What they
received are often searing, heart-rending works, ranging in topic from sexual

misconduct to racial injustice, from an unwanted caress to rape, expressed in
powerful, beautifully crafted prose and poetry. The writers represented here,
some very well known, such as Rita Dove, Jericho Brown, Eileen Miles, Ana
Menendez and Sapphire, as well as some newer voices not yet fully
discovered, have mined their collective experiences to reveal their most
vulnerable moments, and in some cases, to narrate moments that they have
had previously been unwilling or unable to speak of. What results is a
collection of emotional, hard-hitting pieces that speak to the aftermath of
violation—whether mental, emotional, or physical.
Conversations with August Wilson May 17 2021 Collects a selection of the
many interviews Wilson gave from 1984 to 2004. In the interviews, the
playwright covers at length and in detail his plays and his background. He
comments as well on such subjects as the differences between African
Americans and whites, his call for more black theater companies, and his
belief that African Americans made a mistake in assimilating themselves into
the white mainstream. He also talks about his major influences, what he calls
his "four B's"-- the blues, writers James Baldwin and Amiri Baraka, and
painter Romare Bearden. Wilson also discusses his writing process and his
multiple collaborations with director Lloyd Richards--Publisher description.
Extremely Lightweight Guns Aug 27 2019 In this bold debut collection,
Nikki Moustaki explores femininity in contexts that grapple with violence,
mental illness, loss, love, and relationships. She investigates these themes
through a variety of provocative narratives, settings, and forms: from a prose
poem about a gun shop owner ranting about the Second Amendment, to more
intimate lyrical poems, to the intense stamina of three long poems that anchor
the book in three striking and imaginative settings--the disintegration of an
abusive relationship in a backdrop of often-surreally connected narratives;
diary-like entries featuring three generations of superstitious women living
without men in a strange world of their own creation; and a dressmaker trying
to make sense of his changing world while dealing with his ill wife. This
nuanced work is intense and articulate, crafted largely by shattering
traditional poetic elements, creating new forms, and driving language that
never surrenders.
American Bastard Sep 08 2020 American Bastard is a lyrical inquiry into the
life of being a bastard, sandblasting the myth of the "chosen baby."
The Rock Cycle Apr 03 2020 In this collection of essays, Kevin Honold
explores themes of history and its fading significance in modern American
life.

Somewhere We Are Human Nov 30 2019 ""Wide-ranging yet consistently
affecting, these pieces offer a crucial and inspired survey of the immigrant
experience in America."" –Publishers Weekly "[These contributions] touch
on so many different facets of the immigrant experience that readers will find
much to ponder... [and] experience how creative writing enriches our
understanding of each other and our lives." –Booklist Introduction by Pulitzer
Prize–winning author Viet Thanh Nguyen A unique collection of 41
groundbreaking essays, poems, and artwork by migrants, refugees and
Dreamers—including award-winning writers, artists, and activists—that
illuminate what it is like living undocumented today. In the overheated debate
about immigration, we often lose sight of the humanity at the heart of this
complex issue. The immigrants and refugees living precariously in the United
States are mothers and fathers, children, neighbors, and friends. Individuals
propelled by hope and fear, they gamble their lives on the promise of
America, yet their voices are rarely heard. This anthology of essays, poetry,
and art seeks to shift the immigration debate—now shaped by rancorous
stereotypes and xenophobia—towards one rooted in humanity and justice.
Through their storytelling and art, the contributors to this thought-provoking
book remind us that they are human still. Transcending their current
immigration status, they offer nuanced portraits of their existence before and
after migration, the factors behind their choices, the pain of leaving their
homeland and beginning anew in a strange country, and their collective
hunger for a future not defined by borders. Created entirely by undocumented
or formerly undocumented migrants, Somewhere We Are Human is a journey
of memory and yearning from people newly arrived to America, those who
have been here for decades, and those who have ultimately chosen to leave or
were deported. Touching on themes of race, class, gender, nationality,
sexuality, politics, and parenthood, Somewhere We Are Human reveals how
joy, hope, mourning, and perseverance can take root in the toughest soil and
bloom in the harshest conditions.
What Food to buy, and how to cook it May 05 2020
Pretend I'm Not Here Jul 07 2020 An accomplished former ghostwriter and
book researcher who worked with Bob Woodward, Carl Bernstein, Ben
Bradlee, and Hillary Clinton goes behind-the-scenes of the national’s capital
to tell the story of how she survived the exciting, but self-important and selfpromoting world of the Beltway. Barbara Feinman Todd has spent a lifetime
helping other people tell their stories. In the early 1980s, she worked for Bob
Woodward, first as his research assistant in the paper’s investigative unit and,

later, as his personal researcher for Veil, his bestselling book about the CIA.
Next she helped Carl Bernstein, who was struggling to finish his memoir,
Loyalties. She then assisted legendary editor Ben Bradlee on his acclaimed
autobiography A Good Life, and she worked with Hillary Clinton on her
bestselling It Takes a Village. Feinman Todd’s involvement with Mrs.
Clinton made headlines when the First Lady neglected to acknowledge her
role in the book’s creation, and later, when a disclosure to Woodward about
the Clinton White House appeared in one of his books. These events haunted
Feinman Todd for the next two decades until she confronted her past and
discovered something startling. Revealing what it’s like to get into the heads
and hearts of some of Washington’s most compelling and powerful figures,
Feinman Todd offers authentic portraits that go beyond the carefully polished
public personas that are the standard fare of the Washington publicity factory.
At its heart, Pretend I’m Not Here is a funny and forthcoming story of a
young woman in a male-dominated world trying to find her own voice while
eloquently speaking for others.
The Kennedy Chronicles Nov 10 2020 As only Kennedy can, she takes us
back to unforgettable moments such as Nirvana's seminal performance on
MTV Unplugged, the unbridled bacchanalia of the MTV Beach House and
Woodstock '94 festival, and the game-changing "Rock the Vote" campaign.
We read of priceless moments--on and off set--with such performers as
Bjork, Pearl Jam, Weezer, No Doubt, Nine Inch Nails, Radiohead, Oasis, and
the Red Hot Chili Peppers. And Kennedy dishes on behind-the-scenes antics
with MTV colleagues including Jon Stewart, Bill Bellamy, Kurt Loder, and
Tabitha Soren. Straddling the line between witness and participant, Kennedy
recounts a blitz of surreal encounters: Dragging Stewart to a strip club.
Getting naked with Jenny McCarthy. Playing dice on the men's room floor
with Michael Jordan. Wrestling with Trent Reznor. Taking "Puck" Rainey
from The Real World to church--and living to regret it. Making out in a
coffin with Dave Navarro. Dodging calls from Courtney Love.
Study Guide Dec 24 2021 SuperSummary, a modern alternative to
SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality study guides for challenging
works of literature. This 81-page guide for "The Prince of Los Cocuyos" by
Richard Blanco includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis covering 7
chapters, as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary
analysis. Featured content includes commentary on major characters, 25
important quotes, essay topics, and key themes like Connecting with One's
Heritage and Cuban Standards of Masculinity.

Finding Fish Sep 28 2019 Baby Boy Fisher was raised in institutions from
the moment of his birth in prison to a single mother. He ultimately came to
live with a foster family, where he endured near-constant verbal and physical
abuse. In his mid-teens he escaped and enlisted in the navy, where he became
a man of the world, raised by the family he created for himself. Finding Fish
shows how, out of this unlikely mix of deprivation and hope, an artist was
born -- first as the child who painted the feelings his words dared not speak,
then as a poet and storyteller who would eventually become one of
Hollywood's most sought-after screenwriters. A tumultuous and ultimately
gratifying tale of self-discovery written in Fisher's gritty yet melodic literary
voice, Finding Fish is an unforgettable reading experience.
Animals at the End of the World Aug 08 2020 Animals at the End of the
World begins with an explosion, which six-year-old Inés mistakes for the end
of the world that she has long feared. In the midst of the chaos, she meets the
maid’s granddaughter, Mariá, who becomes her best friend and with whom
she navigates the adult world in her grandparents’ confined house. Together,
they escape the house and confront the “animals” that populate Bogotá in the
1980s. But Inés soon realizes she cannot count on either María or her
preoccupied and conflicted parents. Alone, she must learn to decipher her
outer and inner worlds, confronting both armies of beasts and episodes of
domestic chaos. In the process, she also learns what it means to test
boundaries, break rules, and cope with the consequences. The first novel by
Colombian author Gloria Susana Esquivel, Animals at the End of the World
is a poetic and moving coming-of-age story that lingers long after its final
page.
Confronting Silence Jul 19 2021 In these writings, available here in English
for the first time, the distinguished Japanese composer Toru Takemitsu
reflects on his contemporaries, including John Cage, Olivier Messiaen, and
Merce Cunningham; on nature, which has profoundly influenced his
composition; on film and painting; on relationships between East and West;
on traditional Japanese music; and on his own compositions.
All You Can Ever Know Aug 20 2021 This book moved me to my very
core’ Celeste Ng, author of Little Fires Everywhere Finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle Award for Autobiography Named a Best Book of the
Year by The Washington Post, NPR, Time, The Boston Globe, Real Simple,
Buzzfeed, Jezebel and Bustle Growing up in a sheltered Oregon town, Nicole
Chung was the only Korean she knew. Taunted in the playground, and
constantly reminded that she was different, she dreamt of one day looking in

the mirror and feeling as thought she belonged. The story her mother told her
about her birth parents was always the same: they had made the ultimate
sacrifice in the hopes of giving her a better life. But years later, grown up and
expecting a child of her own, Nicole begins to wonder if her mother’s story is
the whole truth. As she embarks on a search for the people who gave her up,
she discovers that the deeper she digs, the darker and more surprising the
truth. Heart-rending yet endlessly hopeful, All You Can Ever Know is a
compelling memoir about adoption, race, and how it feels to lose your roots –
and then find them in the least expected of places.
Looking for The Gulf Motel Jun 29 2022 Family continues to be a wellspring
of inspiration and learning for Blanco. His third book of poetry, Looking for
The Gulf Motel, is a genealogy of the heart, exploring how his family’s
emotion legacy has shaped—and continues shaping—his perspectives. The
collection is presented in three movements, each one chronicling his
understanding of a particular facet of life from childhood into adulthood. As a
child born into the milieu of his Cuban exiled familia, the first movement
delves into early questions of cultural identity and their evolution into his
unrelenting sense of displacement and quest for the elusive meaning of home.
The second, begins with poems peering back into family again, examining
the blurred lines of gender, the frailty of his father-son relationship, and the
intersection of his cultural and sexual identities as a Cuban-American gay
man living in rural Maine. In the last movement, poems focused on his
mother’s life shaped by exile, his father’s death, and the passing of a
generation of relatives, all provide lessons about his own impermanence in
the world and the permanence of loss. Looking for the Gulf Motel is looking
for the beauty of that which we cannot hold onto, be it country, family, or
love.
Understanding Religion and Popular Culture Nov 22 2021 This
introductory text provides students with a 'toolbox' of approaches for
analyzing religion and popular culture. It encourages readers to think
critically about the ways in which popular cultural practices and products,
especially those considered as forms of entertainment, are laden with
religious ideas, themes, and values. The chapters feature lively and
contemporary case study material and outline relevant theory and methods for
analysis. Among the areas covered are religion and food, violence, music,
television and videogames. Each entry is followed by a helpful summary,
glossary, bibliography, discussion questions and suggestions for further
reading/viewing. Understanding Religion and Popular Culture offers a

valuable entry point into an exciting and rapidly evolving field of study.
1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up Apr 15 2021
1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up is the perfect
introduction to the very best books of childhood: those books that have a
special place in the heart of every reader. It introduces a wonderfully rich
world of literature to parents and their children, offering both new titles and
much-loved classics that many generations have read and enjoyed. From
wordless picture books and books introducing the first words and sounds of
the alphabet through to hard-hitting and edgy teenage fiction, the titles
featured in this book reflect the wealth of reading opportunities for
children.Browsing the titles in 1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before
You Grow Up will take you on a journey of discovery into fantasy,
adventure, history, contermporary life, and much more. These books will
enable you to travel to some of the most famous imaginary worlds such as
Narnia, Middle Earth, and Hogwart's School. And the route taken may be
pretty strange, too. You may fall down a rabbit hole, as Alice does on her
way to Wonderland, or go through the back of a wardrobe to reach the snowy
wastes of Narnia.
The Boys in the Cave Jun 25 2019 From award-winning ABC News Chief
National Correspondent Matt Gutman, and written using exclusive interviews
and information comes the definitive account of the dramatic story that
gripped the world: the miracle rescue of twelve boys and their soccer coach
trapped in a flooded cave miles underground for nearly three weeks—a pulsepounding page-turner by a reporter who was there every step of their journey
out. After a practice in June 2018, a Thai soccer coach took a dozen of his
young players to explore a famous but flood-prone cave. It was one of the
boys’ birthday, but neither he nor the dozen resurfaced. Worried parents and
rescuers flocked to the mouth of a cave that seemed to have swallowed the
boys without a trace. Ranging in age from eleven to sixteen, the boys were all
members of the Wild Boars soccer team. When water unexpectedly inundated
the cave, blocking their escape, they retreated deeper inside, taking shelter in
a side cavern. While the world feared them dead, the thirteen young souls
survived by licking the condensation off the cave’s walls, meditating, and
huddling together for warmth. In this thrilling account, ABC News Chief
National Correspondent Matt Gutman recounts this amazing story in depth
and from every angle, exploring their time in the cave, the failed plans and
human mistakes that nearly doomed them, and the daring mission that
ultimately saved them. Gutman introduces the elite team of volunteer divers

who risked death to execute a plan so risky that its American planners
admitted, “for us, success would have meant getting just one boy out alive.”
He takes you inside the meetings where life and death decisions were grimly
made and describes how these heroes pulled off an improbable rescue under
immense pressure, with the boys’ desperate parents and the entire world
watching. One of the largest rescues in history was in doubt until the very last
moment. Matt Gutman covered the story intensively, went deep inside the
caves himself, and interviewed dozens of rescuers, experts and eye-witnessed
around the world. The result is this pulse-pounding page-turner that vividly
recreates this extraordinary event in all its intensity—and documents the
ingenuity and sacrifice it took to succeed.
The Bird Market of Paris Mar 27 2022 "This may be the most original crossspecies love story I've ever read. Part travelogue, part recovery memoir, and
one hundred percent compelling." —Gwen Cooper, author of the New York
Times bestselling Homer's Odyssey: A Fearless Feline Tale, or How I
Learned About Love and Life with a Blind Wonder Cat "[An] epiphanyprovoking gem of a story, skillfully crafted, vivid and rich with feeling."
—Richard Blanco, Presidential Inaugural Poet and author of The Prince of
los Cocuyos: A Miami Childhood "A stunning, exceptional memoir from a
woman who truly understands and appreciates birds . . . A captivating, heartwarming tale and a delightful, inspiring read." —Joanna Burger, author of
The Parrot Who Owns Me: The Story of a Relationship An avian expert and
poet shares a true story of beloved birds, a remarkable grandfather, a bad-girl
youth—and an astonishing redemption Nikki Moustaki, author of The Bird
Market of Paris, grew up in 1980s Miami, the only child of parents who
worked, played, and traveled for luxury sports car dealerships. At home, her
doting grandmother cooked for and fed her, but it was her grandfather—an
evening-gown designer, riveting storyteller, and bird expert—who was her
mentor and dearest companion. Like her grandfather, Nikki fell hard for
birds. "Birds filled my childhood," she writes, "as blue filled the sky." Her
grandfather showed her how to hypnotize chickens, sneak up on pigeons, and
handle baby birds. He gave her a white dove to release for luck on each
birthday. And he urged her to, someday, visit the bird market of Paris. But by
the time Nikki graduated from college and moved to New York City, she was
succumbing to alcohol and increasingly unable to care for her flock. When
her grandfather died, guilt-ridden Nikki drank even more. In a last-ditch
effort to honor her grandfather, she flew to France hoping to visit the bird
market of Paris to release a white dove. Instead, something astonishing

happened there that saved Nikki's life.
Lucky Broken Girl Feb 11 2021 Winner of the 2018 Pura Belpre Award! “A
book for anyone mending from childhood wounds.”—Sandra Cisneros,
author of The House on Mango Street In this unforgettable multicultural
coming-of-age narrative—based on the author’s childhood in the 1960s—a
young Cuban-Jewish immigrant girl is adjusting to her new life in New York
City when her American dream is suddenly derailed. Ruthie’s plight will
intrigue readers, and her powerful story of strength and resilience, full of
color, light, and poignancy, will stay with them for a long time. Ruthie
Mizrahi and her family recently emigrated from Castro’s Cuba to New York
City. Just when she’s finally beginning to gain confidence in her mastery of
English—and enjoying her reign as her neighborhood’s hopscotch queen—a
horrific car accident leaves her in a body cast and confined her to her bed for
a long recovery. As Ruthie’s world shrinks because of her inability to move,
her powers of observation and her heart grow larger and she comes to
understand how fragile life is, how vulnerable we all are as human beings,
and how friends, neighbors, and the power of the arts can sweeten even the
worst of times.
A Cross and a Star Mar 15 2021 In this unique memoir, renowned poet,
fiction writer, critic, and activist Marjorie Agosin writes in the voice of her
mother, Frida, the daughter of European Jewish immigrants, living in Chile in
the years before, during, and after World War II. Frida recounts stories from
her family's Jewish/Chilean history: of her father, who had to leave Vienna in
1920 because he fell in love with a Christian cabaret dancer; of her paternal
grandmother, who came to Chile later with a number tattooed on her arm; and
of her great grandmother, an immigrant from Odessa, who learned to speak
Spanish in Chile and loved the language so much that she repeated its
harmonious sounds even in her sleep. Frida's stories of the past soften the
realities of present times, when some immigrants from Germany still display
portraits of Hitler m their homes and Jews still remain, after two generations,
strangers in their own land. These stories are permeated with the shadow of
faraway war in Europe, which haunts Frida's dreams and is a vivid presence
in the everyday life in this Chilean town. For Frida the cross and the star of
the title come to define two worlds that are for her distinct, yet inexorably
entwined. Agosin's poetic reflections reveal a culture and a landscape littleknown outside of her native land, explore the boundaries of "voice", and
create a moving testament to endurance and to the power of memory and of
words.
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